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crow when I stumbled upon a quote from a Holo-

coholics Anonymous? God, grant me the serenity to
accept the things I cannot change, the courage to change
the things I can, and the wisdom to know the difference.
Welcome to the world of the crow!
Let’s start with the football game story. It was re-

of the crow right in front of me. This big black bird
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gress at the University of Washington. Fans observed

some facts about the species are nothing short of fascinating. I will also share stories of a ‘crow football

fore dropping it. The other crows rushed to grab the
fumble. One crow quickly caught the paper midair

But I have more to share than stories.
I believe that a better understanding of crows is
even appreciation) of the species will increase. It’s
important to recognize from the start that we have
virtually invited
greater insight into crow behavior enables us to conmust change. Remember the serenity prayer of Al-
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paper and another bird recovered it. This whole sequence replayed over and over high above the stadium. Marzluff wrote that the event was witnessed by
many and was an amusing diversion for home fans
whose team scores were not stacking up for victory!
Consider what Marzluff’s story might suggest
about crows. Crows are unusually observant. They
are interested in what humans do. They learn quickly. They are resourceful and innovative. They can
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Figure 2. Unlike other birds, crows and ravens easily access plastic bags, and sealed containers. Photo courtesy
of TTshutter.

Figure 1. In favorable light the upper feathers of crows
appear steel blue or violet.

repeat and apply what they learned to different circumstances. They do things with intent. They anticipate the actions of other crows and strategize accordingly. They recognize play behavior. They also enjoy
play. That story starts to fracture our perception of

We’ve seen an increase in crows in urban areas in

There’s still a list of reasons we consider crows

-

-

human development and there is an abundance of convenient food for which they don’t have to hunt. We have

such problems that management is required. Here’s

easily accessing items such as plastic garbage bags and
sealed plastic or foam containers (Figure 2).
But there are other reasons crows are drawn to human habitation: the presence of night lights and the

-

embarked on a carefully planned hazing project from
calls were repeatedly employed to draw the birds
away from the target areas. The effects were not im-

are recommended before the birds become habituated
to a tree or an area.) The researchers concluded that
multiple strategies and persistence are key in dealing
with crows. Crows are likely to continue living among
become a competition between their intelligence and
ours. All this leads to a relevant question: why are
there so many crows living among us?

crow nestlings are great-horned owls (Bubo virginianus)
and red-tailed hawks (Buteo jamaicensis
posed that night lights and many trees offer crows more
Some may say turnabout is fair play because crows (and
reports that squirrels and chipmunks are far greater
threats to nests.
of crows is the Hawaiian crow (Corvus hawaiiensis
ferred to as the Alalü. They now number less than three
dozen and live only in captivity. This bird is of cultural

including carrion. Like vultures and mammalian scaven-
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brates. Though crows eat waste grain and insects that are harmgrowers know the cost of the small puncture holes crows make
tic netting draped over these crops. Crows and other members of
Corvus spp
Pica
spp
Aphelocoma spp.
Nucifraga columbiana]) have remarkable spatial memory for cached
non-native plants as well.
High-level functioning brains, curiosity, and a long life among
Figure 3. Ravens are almost twice the size of
crows, have a larger, de-curved bill, and a wedgedshaped tail. Photo courtesy of Bill Halladay.

What’s notable is that the enlargement of their forebrain allows
them to adjust their behavior to new situations. In addition to
have learned to drop hard-shell nuts on streets to crack them

allows crows to share information through several generations.

Figure 4. Black-billed magpies, like all corvids, eat
carrion, small mammals, grain, and fruit. Photo
courtesy of watts_photos, Wikimedia Commons.

their parents and peers. They can recognize us by our faces and
es. They communicate such messages to other crows by their
other crows to come to their defense and to be leery of us. One
Crows show concern when they discover a dead crow. They
person’s face and harass them at subsequent encounters. (This
association applies to birds of prey found at the death scene as
well.) Crows also show reluctance to approach food in areas as‘funerals’ appear to be opportunities to assess sources of danger
and remember them in the future.
During the non-breeding season crows join communal
-

Figure 5. California scrub-jays eats predominantly
insects in spring, fruit and seeds in summer and
seeds of masting trees in the fall. Photo courtesy
of Becky Matsubara, Wikimedia Commons.
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Figure 6. Crows roost in large numbers especially in the
fall where they protect each other’s common interests
Photo courtesy of Bill
Halladay.

Figure 8. Family members protect and care for each other
in several ways, including preening each other’s feathers.
Photo courtesy of Merrimom.

Figure 7
each other (Corvus corone shown here) Photo courtesy
of Marie-Lan Pamat.

Figure 9. Crows cooperatively harass potential predators.
Photo courtesy of pr2is.

Figure 10. Unintimidated by birds of prey, crows are dogged in chasing them out of their territory. Photo courtesy of Ron Lam.
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Most other young birds are forced out of their parily for several years and can live long lives compared
to other songbirds. Though crows derive many benemaining at home for several years ensures individuals
-

Have you noticed crow’s nests are generally in the
crotch of a tree about a third from the top? Nests are
not tidy and meticulous. They are also highly varia-

to leave inactive nests in place when possible. Howthe Migratory Bird Treaty Act does permit removal
particularly large ones.

sometimes more musical notes used for intimate com-

and you might be surprised to be hit in the head by
an adult crow. Such a case was described by a scien-

alert other wildlife of potential predators. Kaw-Kaw
may also signal a territorial squabble. These alerts are

She reported that a research assistant climbed a tree to
mark nestlings in the nest while the parents watched
nearby. When the parents’ loud alarm calls did not de-

relay this type of call to crows in neighboring territories. Doing so rallies others to harass the predator or
Breeding biology of crows
The crow generally raises young from February
through August. The whole family (which can in-

The term for this is cooperative breeding. It takes a
lot of time to raise young crows—fourteen to eighteen weeks. One brood of three to four eggs is laid per

her bill to break off pinecones and drop them on the
the surprises crows provide!
If you’re lucky enough to become acquainted
be struck by how much their behavior resembles the
youngest members of our own families. They play
birds to test themselves against each other and possibly form bonds.

Figure 11. Nests are made of twigs and may be lined with
base with mud. Photo courtesy of Genc Subhan.
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Figure 12. Immature crows have greyish-blue eyes, pink
Photo courtesy of Elizabeth Caron.
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Crows are a reminder that change in behavior can
begin with a change in perception. We have a sound
basis to recognize human-like capacities in this fam-

By applying our ‘why chromosome’ we can choose
Figure 13. Great horned owls not only prey on the young of crows
but may use their empty nests. Photo courtesy of Trude Hurd.

even dislike (‘the enemy’ as Butler described it). The
insights that can come from ‘why’ can lessen our tendo not know.

the breeding season so if you are dive-bombed in

Gillian Martin

there’s an active nest nearby. They’re protecting their
the nest or delaying work in the tree until the young
ment Practices provided by the Tree Care for Birds
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